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CAVE RESEARCH FOUNDATION
JUNE 2003

QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER
VOLUME 31, NO. 2

LAKE OF THE CLOUDS
CARLSBAD CAVERNS
See CRF Restoration article on page 9
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Lyles. Copyright 2002.

CORRECTION
The March 2003 issue of the CRF Quarterly
Newsletter contained a couple of errors. In the article
entitled "6gh Annual Meeting o/the Cave Research
Foundation, " Elizabeth Winkler described CRF
activities in Fort Stanton Cave. In paragraph seven
she refers to "the park." This should actually say "the
Bureau of Land Management," as this is the agency
that manages Fort Stanton Cave. In addition, she
mentions a newly discovered area in the cave as
having a gypsum floor. The exact mineralogical
composition of this floor feature has not yet been
determined. The editor apologizes to the BLM
managers and to the CRF cavers who have worked in
Fort Stanton.
A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
The cover shot for this month's newsletter is from
a painting done by yours truly, entitled "Lake of the
Clouds." This chamber is the deepest point in
Carlsbad Caverns, at minus 1,037 feet. Access to the
lake is via a very large, slanting shaft and a few
hundred feet of high-angle ropework. The shaft ends
at the lake, which is approximately 11 feet deep at its
deepest point, and is surrounded by the most
spectacular marnmalary formations I have ever seen.
Lake of the Clouds has received much visitation
over the decades, and damage to the shore's edge has
been extensive in some areas. CRF restoration crews
have been working the perimeter of the lake and in its
side chambers for the past few years, cleaning muddy
boot prints off the formations and flagging the
restored areas. The Park Service has restricted access
to the Lake and has established "aqua sox only"
areas. Restoration can only occur when the bats are
away for the winter, due to a small colony of bats that
roosts in the shaft above the lake.
The painting is acrylic on canvas, and is 4 feet by
5 feet. It was commissioned by CRF JV Jimmie
Worrell, who hails from Lovington, New Mexico.
Jimmie is a regular attendee at CRF expeditions at
Carlsbad Caverns.
I have a degree in fine art, and have been painting
cave-inspired imagery since about 1996. You may
have seen my work in the NSS SpeleoArt exhibits at
the annual convention.
Good caving,
Lois
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CRF Merger: Toomey-Winkler Wedding
In the past few issues, our transition section has
been full of news about the passing of some of our
beloved friends and members of CRF. I thought it
would be good to pass on some good news as well.
On March 15th, at the CRF Headquarters at
Hamilton Valley, CRF President Rick Toomey and
CRF Secretary and Publications Manager Elizabeth
Winkler got married surronded by over 120 friends
and family. The great majority of the guests were
CRF members. The facility is a wonderful place for a
wedding with the backdrop of the floor-to-ceiling
stone fireplace and the end-to-end picture widows
looking out into the valley. The weather was
glorious, so we made good use of the balcony as
well.
The Best Man and Best Woman were Rick Olson
(Eastern Operations) and Sue Manion (friend from
Peace Corps). The Brideswomen were Pat Kambesis
(EO), Joyce Hoffmaster (EO) Kate Toomey (sister of
the groom), and Terese Thonus (friend from Indiana
University). The groomsmen were Tom Brucker

(EO), Rick Winkler (brother of the bride), Jeff
Winkler (brother of the bride) and Alan Cressler
(TAG Caver). It's amazing how well we all clean up!
Friday evening before the wedding Rick's
mother hosted a casual party at the facility at which
much celebrating and dancing occurred. Saturday
after the wedding, the reception was held in the great
hall. Thanks to all those CRFers who shifted the
room from wedding to reception in record time as the
wedding photos were being taken. Everything was
beautiful.
Of course caving was a part of the weekend as
well. Many short trips were taken including one by
the bride, returning 90 minutes before the wedding
itself The wedding cake was topped by two cavers
in full gear to be in the spirit of things.
CRF brought us together, it only seemed right
for the joining to take place in the area we love so
well and with the people who are so important to us.
Many thanks to all!

The Wedding Party
Left to right: Pat Kambesis, Therese Thonus, Joyce Hoffmaster, Kate Toomey, Sue Manion, Elizabeth
Winkler, Rick Toomey, Rick Olson, Jeff Winkler, Tom Brucker, Rick Winkler, Alan Cressler
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CKKC Expedition at Hamilton Valley Research Center
By Jim Borden
During the weekend of September 26 through
28, the CKKC will be holding its Fall Expedition.
Unlike our normal expeditions, this will be open to
all interested CRF cavers and will be operated similar
to CRF Eastern Operations Expeditions - there will
be group meals, trip coordination by an expedition
leader, and a breadth of trips suitable for multiple
abilities and interests.
Most trips run from this expedition will
primarily be in Roppel Cave, but depending upon trip
leader availability, we will possibly run trips to other
nearby off-park caves. Most of the effort will be also
focused on cartography, with trips available to both
close-in and more distant areas.
There are several reasons for the change of scope
for this expedition. First, and most obvious, we will
be able to introduce more cavers to Roppel and other

caves of the Mammoth Cave area, broadening the
leadership base and enriching the opportunities for
trips during other expeditions-both for CRF East
and CKKC. Secondly, although CRF and CKKC
have a positive cooperative working relationship, I
think both organizations will be better served by
more awareness of our respective operations. Many
of our CKKC members will get to participate firsthand in the CRF Expedition model (which this
expedition will be following), while others can see
what the CKKC is all about.
Procedures for sign-up are similar to that of a
CRF-east expedition: please notify Jim Borden
no less than two weeks in
advance. Capacity will be limited, so plan ahead. If
you have any questions or comments, please contact
me.

The Caving Safety Talk Revisited
By Charles Fox and Rick Olson
Mark Twain was once supposedly asked to what
he could attribute his success as a lecturer. He
answered, "Well, sir; first I tell them what I'm going
to tell them. Then I tell them. Then I tell them what
I told them." It is in that spirit that we offer this
month's safety column to you.
One of the requirements for attending CRF
expeditions at Mammoth Cave National Park is that
all new Ns must attend a safety lecture before caving
there the first time. This article is based upon a
handout Rick Olson prepared last year that is used for
talking points for that lecture. While some of the
points we cover may seem pretty obvious, the sad
fact is that someone, somewhere, sometime
overlooked every one of them. It's beneficial for all
of us to stop once in a while and think about the
basics again. So, bear with us as we "tell you what
we told you."

1. "Caves are dark, cold, and there is little to
cat or drink." This is the traditional opening
statement to the CRF safety lecture at MCNP. While
some of our members are lucky enough to cave in
warmer regions, all caves are dark and offer little
food or drinkable water.
Bring more titan adequate light in at least three
independent sources. At least two of these light
sources should be helrnet mounted. We can't go very
far in most large cave systems without being faced
with a climb or a crawl. Having both hands free can
be critical in some of those situations. Candles have
their place in caving, but they are more a heat source
than a usable light source. Cyalume sticks are also

useful as utility or marker lights but should not be
counted as one of your three primary lights. One
point to consider is that an LED flashlight will outlast
you - LED's have a bum life of 100,000 hours and
many of these lights will run for 12 - 24 hours or
more on a single set of batteries. You might want to
seriously consider including an LED light as one of
your three light sources, especially if you carry one
that uses the same type of batteries as your primary
light, thus eliminating the need to carry multiple sizes
of batteries. However, you should always carry more
than one set of spare batteries in case one set is
damaged. Remember: Nothing says that you should
carry ONLY three light sources. A long or very wet
or muddy trip might require more.
Dress for the worst conditions you will
encounter with an expectation that you will be sitting
still for long periods of time. Carry an extra layer of
wool or high tech material, and a balaclava in your
helrnet liner. With a garbage bag, a small piece of
foam pad, and candle/carbide lamp/chemical heaters,
you are ready for a bivouac.
Carry more food and water than you expect to
need. You will want a reasonable food reserve in the
event that you are in the cave longer than expected
due to injury or becoming lost. Water is common in
many caves, but there is little water there that you'd
want to drink without treating first. Water treatment
pills or a filter straw can help provide you with a safe
water supply. If you'll be caving in areas known to
lack any water supply, carry extra water.
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2. Strive to avoid accidents, but be prepared.
Far from entrances or developed trails, cave in teams
of at least four people. If someone is injured, this
ailows one person to stay with the injured party while
the other two go for help, avoiding sending a would
be rescuer off alone to possibly get into difficulties of
his own.
Each person should carry compact first aid items
such as waterproof tape, aspirin, and antacids. The
party leader must include extra first aid items in the
party's equipment. For major injuries, improvise and
stabilize. (Shameless plug: See the article on the
Caver's First Aid Kit in the Dec 2002 issue of the
CRF Newsletter!) Learn cave rescue techniques at
National Cave Rescue Commission (NCRC) courses.
Pay attention to the route you are following.
Going on autopilot and blindly following a leader in
the cave is a bad habit. If the leader is injured, you
may have to find your way out of the cave yourself!
3. Be especially careful in and around vertical
shafts. Falling from high places hurts. Each party
member should carry a handline, in case a belay is
needed.
In large cave systems, encountering pits, canyons
and other passages lacking a floor is inevitable.
Climb or cross drops unsecured only if you are sure
that the moves needed are well within your skill
level. Remember that loose rocks make poor
handholds and footholds and maintain three points of
contact at all times. Test all hand and footholds
before putting your full weight on them. Make sure
nobody is below you any time you are climbing
Never be afraid to say "no" if you don't feel
comfortable with a climb. We would all rather abort
a trip than conduct a rescue. Our attitude today is far
different from that of the adventurer in Jules Verne's
A Journey to the Center of the Earth, who wrote: "I
had not as yet ventured to take a glimpse down the
horrible abyss into which in a few minutes more I
was about to plunge. The fatal moment had, however,
at last arrived. I had still the option of refusing or
accepting a share in this foolish and audacious
enterprise. But I was ashamed to show more fear than
the eider-duck hunter. Hans seemed to accept the
difficulties of the journey so tranquilly, with such
calm indifference, with such perfect recklessness of
all danger, that I actually blushed to appear less of a
man than he!" (A Journey to the Center of the Earth ,
chapter 14 from the English translation originally
published by Griffith and Farran, 1871.
http://jv.gilead.org.il/vt/c_earthl).
Inspect ropes and slings for wear before using
them every time you use them. Replace them sooner
than you think is absolutely necessary. Remember
that slings wear quickly since all fibers in webbing
are exposed to abrasion, unlike kernmantle ropes.

Inspect the teeth of mechanical ascenders for
wear. Keep a prussik "quick draw" or a spare
ascender in your pack in case of mechanical failure.
Don't attempt to use vertical gear without being
adequately trained in its use first. In most cases, a
cave is a poor choice of places in which to learn the
basics of vertical caving.
4. Watch the weather. Base level passages,
shaft drains, and even shafts can become impassable
or unlivable in a matter of minutes or hours.
Consider soil saturation levels in concert with the
weather forecast.
While you are in the cave, watch the water level
carefully for any sign that it's rising. Take note of
upper level refuges from flood as you travel along
lower level routes. Cave entrances are prone to being
struck by lightning. If you are waiting out a storm
then stay hundreds of feet in, and periodically check
storm status.
5. Stay in reasonable shape, and know your
limits. People in good physical condition need less
water, and are less injury prone. Push your
endurance limit in gradual increments. If your party
is moving too fast for you or you need to rest, speak
up. It' s better to "slow your party down" than to
push past your limits and get into real trouble. Drink
plenty of water to avoid dehydration. Eat whether
you think you really need to or not.
Avoid overloading your pack, even though you
need to take many items. Be creative to reduce
weight and bulk. If not having an item along will
have no adverse consequences, then consider leaving
it behind. Most of us have seen cavers carry some
heavy and probably useless items along "because I
might need it."
Team members must be reasonably matched in
skills and fitness. However, in all cases, the weakest
link sets the pace.
6. Watch out for loose rocks. We have the
privilege of visiting parts of caves that have rarely, if
ever, been seen. It's easy to forget that there are no
established trails in those places. Breakdown and
rocks may be very loose and unstable. Use extra care
when walking or climbing around rock piles. They
can shift or fall at a touch.
7. Arrange for a surface watch. With CRF
expeditions, a surface watch is built in to planning for
a caving trip, but it is important to make an accurate
estimate of your return time, and stick with it. If you
put in a return time later than you really think
necessary, and a problem arises, then help will be on
its way that much later. This could be crucial.
In nearly 50 years of caving, CRF parties have
never had a serious accident. Let's keep up the good
safety record, but we cannot consider ourselves
accident or incident proof by any means. Here's an
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example of why a surface watch is always necessary:
Geologists Darryl Granger and Derek Fable entered
Floyd Collins Crystal Cave on a Saturday morning.
After locking the gate behind them, they hid the keys
nearby so as not to lose them. Knowing their cue,
woodrats promptly stole the keys. Darryl and Derek
could not open the gate, and Joe Meiman, their park
contact, had not considered a surface watch necessary
since they were on tourist trail. Nobody would notice
that they had not emerged from the cave until
Monday morning when they were supposed to return
the keys. In this case they had a folding tool with a

file, and after many hours managed to cut through the
lock hasp. They then walked to the Visitor Center
where they had a hard time convincing park staff that
they had just "broken out" of Crystal Cave.
Henceforth, all park researchers set up a surface
watch with park staff.
We hope our "telling you what we told you" has
been helpful. If this reminder refreshes our memories
and brings to mind the lessons we've learned in
applying - and sometimes in forgetting to apply these safety procedures, then it's served its purpose.
Cave safely.

ROSWELL FIELD OFFICE, BLM VOLUNTEER NOMINATION
FOR THE 2002 NATIONAL TAKE PRIDE IN AMERICA AWARD
By Mike Bilbo, Outdoor Recreation Planner/Cave Program Manager
BLM, Roswell Field Office,
Editor's Note (Winkler) : Thefollowing has been
reprinted with permission ofBilbo from the materials
submittedfor nominations to the QWard. Congratulation,s John, from the CRF family!

Candidate Proftle
I would like to introduce you to a phenomenal
caver, John 1. Corcoran ill. Since 1965 John has
worked on the documentation of Fort Stanton Cave
National Natural Landmark, managed by the Roswell
Field Office, New Mexico. Over fifty percent of
what we know about the speleogenesis of this cave is
the result of John's untiring, exhaustive work on this
cave system.
The Fort Stanton Cave Map Brochure that BLM
has issued to the public for years is the direct result of
John's painstaking inventory and mapping of this 8mile-long cave, New Mexico's third longest. 30
years ago John designed and helped build the Fort
Stanton Main Cave Gate to protect resource values.
Six years ago he participated in the rebuilding of the
same gate into a truly vandal-resistant, bat-friendly
structure.
Our records indicate that John averages 450
hours a year in detailed resource inventory, mapping
and physical science projects. Several times a year
John leads week-long expeditions comprised of about
ten CRF members. From 1965 to 2002 John
contributed about 17, 100 volunteer hours, valued by
BLM at $273,600. He has never asked for or
suggested compensation for his work and has paid for
all work himself, to include contemporary GIS
products.
During 2002 John contributed 472 hours. Again,
this was a benefit to BLM of$7, 552 in resource
management, yet BLM's cost, which was primarily

coordination and some field assistance, was less than
$400 because of John's highly professional demeanor,
project leadership and project accomplishments.
John's work to document Fort Stanton Cave with
BLM started 37 years ago, before we had a formal
volunteer program. He has worked closely with
BLM management over the years to insure protection
and scientific understanding of this unique cave. It is
because of much of John Corcoran's work that the
cave was designated a national natural landmark in
1975. Because of his involvement, in the late 1960's
John was named the National Speleological Society's
first southwestern BLM cave liaison.

Photo ofJohn 1. Corcoran III

Through his efforts, John Corcoran has
transformed Fort Stanton Cave from a "sacrifice
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cave" to a tremendously viable natural resource, open
to recreational and research cavers. His
determination and undying enthusiasm lead his CRF
team in late 2001 to the discovery of a brand new
cave passage called Sno~ River, named by a team
member for a long, beautiful white formation that is
the passage floor. Under John's leadership, a science
team of minerologists, microbiologists and
geochemists will document the Snowy River Passage.

This undertaking will add to the considerable body of
knowledge on Fort Stanton speleogenesis John has
compiled and offered to colleagues, management and
visitors to Fort Stanton Cave National Natural
Landmark. John's reports to BLM are detailed and
highly professional and reflect his dedication to our
preservation effort and understanding of Fort Stanton
Cave National Natural Landmark.

!REGIONAL EXPEDITION REPORTSI
Ozark Trips, January-March, 2003
By Mick Sutton

Mark Twain National Forest (MTNF)
March 26: One field trip was taken for our longterm MTNF cave documentation program. Cooks
Cave on the West Fork Black River in Reynolds
County is one of the most significant gray bat sites on
the MTNF, housing a fairly large maternity colony.
The colony had suffered a serious decline some years
ago after the area became popular with off-road
vehicle enthusiasts, but seems to have recovered
quite well since MTNF acquired the cave and gated it
in 1994. Aside from assessments of the bat colony,
no biological inventory had been done in the cave.
This was remedied by Mick Sutton and Mike
Cravens, accompanied by MTNF biologist Sarah
Bradley. Even though it was quite early in the season,
about 2,300 bats were already in residence. The main
roost is over a large-scale breakdown pile and part of
the cave stream, making the area of fresh guano
accumulation difficult to assess, but a very
approximate summer popUlation of 11,000-12,000
bats is suggested.
The bat guano is inhabited by a diverse detritivore community, including a spider which closely
resembles the common troglophile Eidmanella
pallida, but with some possibly significant differences. Occasional use of the cave by beavers adds to
the stream enrichment, and stream inhabitants include
stygobitic amphipods and troglophilic snails, together
with a very interesting population of cave isopods.
The isopods are mature at the tiny size of 1.7 -2.0
mm, and they may well be an undescribed species,
since no other small Caecidotea are known nearby.
The cave's situation, only a few feet above normal
stage on the West Fork, also results in river fauna,
including bluegills and pond striders, living in the
cave stream.

A start was made on assessing a large backlog of
previously collected material, which for one reason
or another had been placed on the back burner.
Identification of some bat skulls resulted in a couple
of fairly unusual records, a red bat (Lasiurus
borealis) and a hoary bat (L. cinereus), both from
twilight zone sites.

Ozark National Scenic Riverways
Field work was completed for the bat cave
inventory begun last November.
January 8: George Bilbrey and Scott House (in
his capacity as an ONSR employee) assessed
Limestone Cave (Shannon County), finding it both
lacking in and unsuitable for bats.
January 9: A large crew, consisting of Rick
Clawson (Missouri Department of Conservation),
Scott House (NPS), Brett Painter (NPS), Kelly
Knutson (NPS) and Mick Sutton (CRF) conducted
bat surveys in two major hibernacula, Martin Cave
and Powder Mill Creek Cave. Rick Clawson is
MDC's bat biologist, and performed the counts and
identifications. The river entrance to Martin Cave
housed within twilight about 14,000 gray bats and
2,000 Indiana bats, making it one of the most
important hibernacula in Missouri. There were also
several hundred little brown bats in a dark zone
room. The entrance, on private land within the ONSR
legal boundary, is unprotected, and should be a
priority for fencing. We also visited the back (Bissell)
entrance to the cave, which is occupied by a major
summer gray bat colony of about 16,000 bats, to
judge by guano accumulations.
On the way back down-river we popped into
Williams Ford Cave, finding that it is a minor bat
cave, with probable transient use by small numbers of
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gray bats. Next stop was Powder Mill Creek Cave, on
MDC land within the ONSR legal boundary, where
another 2,000 Indiana bats were hibernating in
twilight, a marked increase over previous counts. The
bats were in a situation which seems warmer than
ideal, and within earshot of a highway; it is
conceivable that the rebuilt, secure gate is the
primary factor in increasing Indiana bat use of the
cave.
To end a productive day, Scott, Brett and Mick
went to remote Williams Mountain Cave, where
small clusters of bats had been observed. These
turned out to be Indiana bats, totaling about 30. This
is possibly overflow from Martin Cave, as Williams
Mountain is across the river and within a fairly direct
flight-line from Martin.
January 10: Mick Sutton and George Bilbrey,
with Mark Miller (NPS) and Becky Bulls (NPS)
providing surface support and transportation, visited
another major gray bat hibernaculum, Mose Prater
Cave. The main passage from the bottom of the pit
entrance was more or less wall-ta-wall gray bats,
with a population well in excess of 50,000, possibly
as many as 100,000. The cave is also used in the
summer, but we did not measure the extensive guano
accumulations in the interest of keeping the visit as
short as possible.
February 4: Mick Sutton, George Bilbrey and
Kelly Knutson (NPS) went to Anderson Cave,
another private cave within ONSR boundaries where
we documented guano implying a summer or
transient gray bat colony of about 5,500. We then
went to Smokehole Cave, a minor bat site, and to
Medlock Cave, where evidence in the form of old
guano suggests a very large one-time gray bat colony,
with far fewer bats now using the cave. Rampant
human disturbance is no doubt the culprit, and the
cave is another priority for access control.
February 20: Rick Clawson (MDC), Scott House
(now in his CRF capacity) and Greg Iffrig (pioneer
Forest) visited Cookstove Cave on Pioneer Forest,
where fewer Indiana bats (400) were present than in
previous counts, and to Bat Cave on the Current
River. Like Martin Cave, Bat Cave is a major
hibernaculum for both gray and Indiana bats, with
about 41,000 of the former and 1,000 of the latter in
residence, although the presence of mixed clusters
make the two species difficult to differentiate. Bat
Cave is protected by a gate.
March 1: Mick Sutton and Sue Hagan
inventoried caves on the Lower Current in Carter
County. Lost Man Cave is a popular sport-caving
site. Although gated, the gate is frequently breached
and there is much evidence of party caving in the
form of trash and graffiti. Bat use is mainly by large
numbers of hibernating pipistrelles. We next visited

Granite Quarry Cave, which shows evidence of use
by transient gray bats, while adjacent Little Granite
Quarry Cave houses a few wintering pipistrelles and
long-eared bats.
March 3: Scott and Mick inventoried Jacks Fork
Bat Cave (Texas County), another site with evidence
of much larger numbers of gray bats than presently
use the cave. As in the case of Medlock Cave,
summertime partiers are probably a major factor in
the colony's decline. The cave entrance featured a
large beaver den, with a large beaver sitting on top.
Closure of an unauthorized road would go a long way
towards helping this gray bat colony to recover. We
then went to nearby Gobbler's Knob Cave, which
took a bit of finding before documenting it as a minor
pipistrelle site. While initially failing to find the cave,
we turned up three small unreported caves, one with
an entrance 35 feet wide and 5 feet high.
March 4: Scott, Mick, and Mark Miller (NPS)
inventoried Railtree Cave, finding that it is a fairly
major pipistrelle hibernaculum, with little evidence of
summer bat use.
March 8: Mick, Sue and Mike Cravens looked at
two more caves on the Lower Current in Carter
County. Coalbank Cave is one of only two
documented gray bat maternity caves in ONSR (the
other being Nill Cave). After some puzzlement at the
big sink entrance, we found that some excavation was
necessary to get into the cave proper. Depending on
the timing of the collapse, which almost closed the
entrance, this may have had a serious effect on last
year's gray bat numbers. Only the nearer of two roost
complexes had been used last year, with an estimated
popUlation of about 10,600. Abandonment of the
deeper-cave roosts may have been a result of
exceptionally high water in May oflast year, which
would have caused the current to back-flood into this
area. The largest guano pile in this downstream roost
complex implies a past population of at least 33,000
bats. Thanks to Jodi Towery (NPS) for letting us in to
this fenced and locked cave.
We then went down-river some way to Panther
Spring Cave, which opens directly onto the river. We
confirmed results from our earlier general bioinventory showing that about 2,500 gray bats use a
roost somewhat difficult of access by humans. This is
probably a transient gray bat site. A few gray bats
and long-eared bats and two small clusters ofIndiana
bats were in residence.
Also on March 8, Scott and Patti House with
Mark Miller (NPS), Brad Conway (NPS) and Floyd
and Max (canine volunteers) went to Bear Cave,
Texas County, finding a small cluster of 10-12 gray
bats.
March 11: Scott and George inventoried parts of
Wallace Cave, a rather tight and difficult cave which
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has yet to be fully mapped, finding a few Indiana bats
and a lot of pipistrelles.
March 12: Scott, Mick, Sue, George, Mike
Cravens and Greg Iffrig (Pioneer) went to Wind
Cave, a large, complex cave on Pioneer Forest land
within the ONSR legal boundary. This has been
documented as a transient gray bat cave, but it has
been obvious ever since the cave survey in 1983-4
that a major gray bat colony uses the cave. We visited
the deep-cave main roost area at Hurricane Hall and

Miscellaneous
January 29-31 : Scott House and Mick Sutton
attended the Missouri Natural Resources conference
at Lake of the Ozarks. The highlight from our point
of view was a cave and karst round-table organized
by MDC cave biologist Bill Elliott.
March 29: Micaela Evans, Bob Osburn and
Maggie Osburn continued the survey of privately-

Histo A venue, and measured enough fresh guano to
imply a summer population of at least 26,500 bats.
We also found nearer the entrance several clusters of
tightly packed bats, which may have been Indiana
bats, although that was not confirmed.
The Wind Cave trip finished up the field work
for this project; the final report is presently in an
advanced stage.

owned Banker Cave, Shannon County. After some
tidy-up survey in the main trunk, they mapped the
left fork, low and several hundred feet long ending in
a dripstone blockade, and made a start on the right
fork, mapping 150 feet. A look ahead indicated that
belly crawling in the stream might be the nature of
future trips.
There was also a trip to Fitton Cave, Arkansas.
Details in the next report.

CRF Restoration Work in Carlsbad Caverns
President's Day Weekend 2003
By Tim Boyd
The annual President's Day trip was a great one
indeed. We did quite a bit of restoration work,
worked on the latest survey of the caverns, and had a
splendid time refreshing our friendships. This
weekend was under the supervision of Sherry
McClure, the Expedition Leader. The other CRF
members present were: Brian and Susan Alger, Barbe
Barker, Kelli Bergthold, Sara Bergthold, Jacqui Bills,
Tim and Sonya Boyd, Pat Chappelle, Todd Durrum,
Frank Everitt, Jack Gelley, Kevin Glover, Steve
Heinen, Lois Lyles, Greg McCarty, and Jimmie
Worrell. We made our way to the Research Hut
Saturday morning to meet with Paul Burger and
divvy up the to-do list. It was decided that we should
concentrate on the Dome Room, the Guadalupe
Room, and Lake of the Clouds. We also needed to
continue working on the survey.
Jimmie Worrell led a group to the Guadalupe
Room on Saturday, consisting of Sherry McClure,
Tim Boyd, Jacqui Bills, and Jack Gelley. Some days
it amazes me that the Park Service offers this part of
the cave as an off trail trip to the Hall of the White
Giant. As we pass the White Gi ant we stop
momentarily to let Jack and Jacqui admire this
amazing stalagmite. We continue onward through the
darkness to the second largest room in the cave. Our
cleaning station is actually designated as the old trail
that crosses the breakdown and boulders before

entering the Guadalupe Room. The one nice thing
about going to the Guad Room is the fact that you
donlt have to carry restoration water with you. The
collecting buckets placed under active drip points in
the room usually contain more than enough for a full
crew to use without running out. Jimmie and Tim
scouted areas of immediate concern and set up for a
thorough cleaning as Sherry, Jack, and Jacqui went
after the water. They returned to the staging area with
some rather unwelcome news, the well was dry (so to
speak). The collection buckets were so low that all
combined they were unlikely to fill even one spray
bottle. The only drip bucket that had much water in it
belonged to Paul Burger, the park's resident
hydrologist. Evidently the last few years of drought
have started to affect the drip points in the Guad
Room . We made the executive decision to move a
bucket to a different drip area and to leave a bottle of
water from our pack before heading out. During the
trip out we had the good fortune of meeting a rangerled trip just at Matlockls Pinch. We backed out and
let them pass through first. Those who had been
unaware of our presence were somewhat surprised to
see us as they raised their bodies from the aptly
named "pinch." Upon exiting the cave, the group
made sure all proper authorities were notified of the
water situation and the need to carry in water on
future trips.
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The Dome Room crew of Pat Chappelle, Sara
Bergthold, Kelli Bergthold and trip leader Sonya
Boyd continued the cleaning of the area immediately
surrounding the lily pads. Everything went well and
no problems were recorded, but there was an
interesting discovery made. You can simultaneously
clean beautifully and listen to a portable CD player
with headphones, without anyone noticing. The only
downside is the lack of acknowledgement in
conversation, but the bugs are being worked out on
that.
Sunday saw us change groups somewhat and
pick up where we had left off the day before. The
Dome Room was given to the group led by Barbe
Barker. Her team included Frank Everitt, Sherry
McClure, Kelli Bergthold, and Sara Bergthold. Kelli
and Sara continued on their newfound quest for a
cleaner floor from the wall to the trail tape on both
sides of the trail. Barbe, Sherry, and Frank worked on
the large stalagmite on the left side of the room as
you enter. It is visible from the trail, through the
window, so they started on the backside. This kept
trail traffic flowing and eliminated the need for an
interp person. They made note that a good portion of
the mud on the old trail has started to calcify, and
will require attention soon or the removal will be
close to impossible. There were also a large number
of round scars found. These were the remains of
magnesium flashes set off in the past when the room
was part of the trip. Surely a number of them lit the
photos that were taken when weddings were held in
the Dome Room.
Lois Lyles led the second restoration group to
head out Sunday. She took Tim Boyd, Sonya Boyd,
Jack Gelley, Jacqui Bills, and Todd Durrum to the
Lake of the Clouds. We met a ranger trip in Left
Hand Tunnel and hung back so our headlights
wouldn't ruin their candlelit tour. When we had the
opportunity we passed them and continued on to the
deepest point in the cave. Everyone who had been
there before noticed a difference in the moisture
levels on the path and on the walls. The Guad Room
was not alone in feeling the effects of the drought. A
good sign was seen in the False Floor Room. Though
not as wet as normal, it still had a good amount of
drainage and the three main pools showed little sign
of level change. We made the first descent and
prepared for the big one. The true test of moisture
would be made now. The floor/wall of the second
descent always got wet and slick right by a boulder
about 90-100 feet down. While the wet spot did not
live up to its reputation, it still had some moisture
present. That may not be good news for the cave, but
it did help our knees out, both coming and going.
When we reached our destination we split into
three groups and continued working on different

areas surrounding this little piece of heaven. It is so
amazing to be over 1,000 feet underground and
everywhere you look there are marnmalary clouds.
Whether they are up in the "sky" or reflected in the
lake, they are just beautiful, natural, normal looking
clouds that almost make you forget where you are.
Sonya and Jacqui worked to the right of the "saddle,"
bringing the restored floor and down-slope area to the
lake's edge. Todd and Jack worked on one of the
marnmalary mounds down and to the left of the
"saddle". Lois and Tim went to the mouth of the YRoom to remove muddy footprints from the popcorncovered trail. "Popcorn", that term should be
reconsidered. Hmm, "Razorcorn", "Sharpest rock on
earth com", "My knees and feet are bruised com", or
maybe, "I need Dr. Scholl's Pads corn". That being
said, the popcorn did actually clean up quite nicely.
Most of the mud appeared to be new, relatively
speaking. Once Tim and Lois removed the footprints
there was an almost pristine look to the area. The
next team down should bring plenty of red and white
flagging, for marking off areas already done, to
decrease the chance of recontamination.
The surveyors missed a lot of fun, but they also
did a nice amount of work over the weekend. The
areas surveyed were all in Lower Cave, close to the
ladder. Several loops were closed and a few new
leads were found, but those all closed down to a
pinch. All in all, close to 400 feet of Carlsbad was
surveyed. The surveyors on Saturday were Brian
Alger and his team of Susan Alger, Greg McCarty,
and Steve Heinen. Kevin Glover also led a team
consisting of Lois Lyles, Barbe Barker, and Frank
Everitt. Sunday saw Brian again as leader with the
swap of Susan for Kevin. Susan stayed in the huts to
prepare our Mexican feast for the evening. The only
oddity on the reports was a notation on the mineral
inventory form by Kevin Glover on the 15th that a
particular area contained "many fossils, many fossils
with guts showing, some green clay, and even a few
whatsits."
The group this expedition spent a total of 226.25
hours in the cave. This was one of those trips where
the result of our labors was very evident. Photo
documentation was made at all areas and will be sent
to the Park Service ASAP.
There was one other happening that is worthy of
note. Our Operations Manager, Barbe Barker, usually
takes advantage of the President's Day weekend to
formally thank all who harbor the need to "clean
rocks." She also distributes awards and certifications
at our Sunday night soiree. This year the official
awards were as follows : Sherry McClure - 1)
Leadership, and 2) Database and Personnel
Management. Greg McCarty - 1) Team Leadership,
2) Consistency in Attendance, and 3) Excellence in
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Survey. Sara Bergthold - 1) Excellence in
Restoration Techniques. Kelli Bergthold - 1)
Excellence in Restoration Techniques. William
Payne 1) Restoration, 2) Photographic Excellence,
and 3) Report Writing. Frank Everitt - 1) Restoration
Efforts at Carlsbad Caverns and at the Fort Stanton
area caves managed by the BLM. And Lois Lyles - 1)
Excellence in Editing the CRF Newsletter.
We finished up our business end ofthe dinner by
re-delegating some tasks. Barbe let us know that
several of those present were now qualified to be trip
leaders and even expedition leaders! It was decided
that the Boyd clan would be expedition leaders on the
Memorial Day trip and the Algers would do the deed
on Labor Day. Any trepidation on their part was
slowly put to rest by kudos and reassurances by all
present (those not signed up for the job). I might add
that the Paynes were sorely missed at this juncture of

the evening. Their ears should have been burning the
entire weekend, as we often pined their absence,
along with the newly wed Pam Massey.
The weekend also saw the return of the cave
photographer extraordinaire Kevin Glover. He
provided us with the visual proof that "Sonya's Pearl"
in the Guadalupe Room had been discovered prior to
our recent cleaning. He had a photo from 1991 that
showed the exact pearl before it was covered with
mud. This really made the rest of us realize just how
much damage can be done to the cave. It would have
been a shame to lose that big beautiful pearl due to
inattention. So remember, cave softly and try not to
leave footprints, but if you do, we'll be there to clean
up after you.

Before photo: Muddy boot prints are abundantly obvious
on the popcorn and mammalary floor of the Lake of the
Clouds Chamber. Fortunately, lack of actively dripping
water means that much of the mud has not yet been
calcified in place. Photo by Tim Boyd.

After photo: The same area after restoration. The floor is
now almost as clean as it was pre-exploration. Increased
control of traffic and use of aqua sox by cavers will help to
preserve this newly cleaned floor. Photo by Tim Boyd.

Mammoth Cave: Fourth of July, July 3-July 7, 2002
Expedition Leaders, Dave West and Karen WiUmes
Because the NSS Convention was being held the
week prior, this year's week-long expedition was
shortened to a single weekend with three days of
caving. Even so, a lot was accomplished: 2,967 feet
of survey, including 1,706 feet of new survey and
1,261 feet of resurvey.
A number of park people attended the expedition, including a "Volunteer in the Park" who had
been helping with the Small Cave Inventory, two of
the park's guides, a Missouri Parks employee, and a
Forest Service employee. All have joined CRF, and

we look forward to their continued participation. On
the first caving day, July 4, three parties headed out.
One party went to Salts Cave. Their objective
was to resurvey John Wilcox's old B and C surveys
off the route to Big Pit in Lower Salts. This leads to a
fairly large upper level passage, connecting the tops
of Tatiana's and Olga's Domes. First they continued
the south-end survey (the Catwalk), which led in one
airy shot to a queasy overlook at the top ofTatiana's
Dome. Wilcox' notes indicated 50 feet of passage
beyond, ending in a sandstone choke. Wilcox was
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probably the one who stepped/jumped across to
ascertain this, but no one on this crew was prepared
to cross the Scaredy Cat traverse. Instead, they
continued surveying side leads around the domes.
Another group began picking off side leads
previously left unsurveyed in Carlos Way.
The third team headed to Omega Trail in
Bedquilt and ran a survey line out to WOW Shaft to
improve the sketch and get better data. The first 150
feet of passage had a floor, but eventually they
encountered "a bit of gymnastic mud bank travel, a
very complex shaft complex with numerous side
passages and a very big shaft with a somewhat
dubious climb to the floor."
Meanwhile, back at camp, several CRF cavers
reported to the ranger station to help out with an
accident on the wild cave tour. Fortunately, the injury
turned out not to be serious, and the tourist was able
to walk out.
Day two saw a slight influx of people, and four
parties went out. One team headed to the SaltsUnknown Link and completed all the work in that
area. They saw a 5" (claw to tail) white crayfish in
the stream. Another Carlos Way party continued the
sketch and data enhancement of the main trail there.
A Wilson Cave crew surveyed a couple of crawlways
in the Funnels area. And a team went to Bedquilt to
mop up some leads along the Bedquilt Route.

On day three, two parties went to Roppel to work
on unsurveyed side leads around Eisenberg Dome. A
third team returned to the Bedquilt Route to pick up
more side leads and to learn the route out through
Colossal. They succeeded in finding a number of
loops in Colossal en route to its entrance.
Our thanks go out to all who helped us close
camp in record time. Bob Gulden ensured that
everyone ate well for the duration. Charles Fox spent
a day setting up the computer network. Roger
McClure, Dave Hansen, and John Feil were there to
work on Hamilton Valley mowing and other
maintenance. Mick Sutton took over surface watch
for a day so both expedition leaders could go
underground. Bob Thurner, Sue Hagan, Rick
Hoechstetter, and Shanna Bradley were especially
helpful around camp.
Salts Cave - Mick Sutton, Brice Leech, Bob Thurner, Jessie Bebb;
Carlos Way - 1) Dave West, Sue Hagan, Charles Fox, Brian
Andrich, Lee-Gray Boze; 2) Bob Osburn, Sue Hagan, Rolland
Moore, Dusty Gulden; 8edquilt Entrance - 1) Bob Osburn, Dusty
Gulden, Mark Andrich, Tiffani Addington; 2) Dave West, Shanna
Bradley, Tiffani Addington, Jessie Bebb; 3) Dave West, Charles
Fox, Rolland Moore, Lee-Gray Boze; SaltslUnknown Link - Paul
Hauck, Richard Young, Gary Resch, Terri Russin; Wilson CaveBob Thurner, Matt Mezydlo, Karen Willmes, Lee-Gray Boze;
Roppel Cave - 1) Jim Borden, Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan; 2) Rick
Hoechstetter, Shanna Bradley, Dave Matteson.

Mammoth Cave: Summer Expedition, August 2-4, 2002
Expedition Leaders, Matt Mezydlo and Janice Tucker
This was a very hot and humid weekend at
Hamilton Valley. Nevertheless, 29 people showed up
at different intervals over the weekend. 19 people
took part in caving activities while the other 10
worked around the property. Five parties were fielded
on Saturday. They surveyed a total of 1,016 feet, 687
new and 329 resurvey.
In Wilson Cave a party cleaned up one lead and
started a new canyon side lead. They also resketched
a room at WOW Ledge.
A Salts crew finished a lead near Olga's Dome
in Lower Salts. They also started a canyon lead from
the floor of the same passage but were unable to
continue very far because of beautiful and delicate
formations blocking the way. They reported pure
white flows tone, directional grape formations, pearls,
soda straws, draperies, bacon, shelfstone, spar-filled
rimstone pools, nailhead and branching dogtooth
spar, wine tables and much more. A complete bat
skeleton in flows tone was also found. Members of

this party indicated that this passage was probably the
prettiest one they have seen in the system.
Two parties worked in Carlos Way. One crew
spent a good deal of time trying to rig across two
traverses impeding resurvey in that direction. There
are 4.5 miles of passage out there to resurvey with
100+ unchecked leads. This passage has a coating of
mud from recent flooding (presumably 1989?),
making it treacherous. They were able to survey
across the first traverse but not the second. Bolts will
most likely be needed to continue at this level. This
crew also continued a crawling side lead nearby
before they ran out of time. The second Carlos Way
party donned wetsuits to take advantage of low water
levels to check some low leads. They were able to get
into and survey a lower canyon filled with water
(many spots chest high). This should close a loop in
that area. They also may have found a crawl that
leads to the bottom of the canyon with the traverses
above. There is much more wet fun to be had here.
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A party went to Roppel but did not have much
luck with their objective.
Special thanks goes out to several people. Carl
and Janice Tucker were wonderful camp managers.
Rick Hoechstetter spent much of Friday replumbing
the pressure tank and installing a spigot in the utility
building. He also replaced sink fittings in the men's
and women's restrooms. Roger McClure and Dave
Hanson installed some beautiful new blinds as well
as two new projection screens in the main building.
Dave (and his grandson) also spent time cutting and
clearing vegetation along the road to the valley. Last

but not least, John Feil once again brought his tractor
and bushhog from home and mowed in the valley
both Friday and Saturday. Thanks one and all for
your hard work and assistance in making our first
expedition relatively painless and successful.
Carlos Way - I) Dick Maxey, Cheryl Early, Sheila Sands, John
DeLong; 2) Charles Fox, Rick Nelson, Pete Rogers, B.C. Jennings;
Roppel - Bill Koerschner, Kathryn Koerschner, Seamus Decker;
Salts Cave - Bob Thurner, Rick Olson, Rick Hoechstetter,
Brennon Sapp; Wilson Cave - Dave West, Karen Willmes, Janice
Tucker, Shanna Bradley.

Mammoth Cave: Labor Day, August 30-September 2, 2002
Expedition Leaders, Bob Osburn and Michaela Evans
The 2002 Labor Day expedition was well
attended with about 40 people caving, a considerable
increase from previous years' expeditions. Nine
crews were sent out on Saturday and seven on
Sunday. Most parties were survey teams, and they
mapped about 4,200 feet of cave, of which
approximately equal amounts were new and resurvey.
Two teams on Saturday and one on Sunday recorded
digital photographs in support of Small Cave
InventorylPhoto Documentation and a recently
approved Signatures Project in Proctor headed by Pat
Kambesis.
On Saturday, one party headed to Wildcat
Hollow Cave to survey. This cave had been partially
explored in the 1970s by Jim Borden. The cave
leaves the extreme bottom of a large sink near Roppel
Cave, which had plugged and silted over shortly after
Jim found it. It has been checked periodically since
and found to be open again last spring. Jim's reports
were not encouraging but despite his description of
the cave the party persevered and surveyed about 400
feet. Going leads remain.
Two parties worked in Wilson Cave. One went
to Mud Mousse Dome and surveyed about 130 feet to
a sandstone choke. A bypass to a continuing walking
passage was found, but it requires a cautious squeeze
alongside a slope of sandstone blocks. The second
team surveyed about 270 feet of new passage in the
continuing W survey and reported several new leads.
Wilson just keeps on growing.
A large party went to Ganter Cave, including the
new cartographer for the map, Ed Klausner. Half of
the crew surveyed and checked the map, while the
rest began photodocumenting the cave.
Another team began a survey of Short Cave.
This cave consists of about 1000 feet of good-size
trunk with an entrance at each end and is located

outside the park near Diamond Caverns. Elizabeth
Horton, of the Washington University Anthropology
Department, has recently begun a masters degree
project on the cave and requested a better map if
possible. Plan, profile and cross sections of the main
passage were finished on this trip. A few small leads
remain.
A six-person party headed into Carlos Way in
Historic Mammoth and split into two survey teams
upon reaching the traverse area. One team crossed
the traverses and continued the resurvey of the main
passage for about 540 feet. The other team went
down into the lower levels at the beginning of the
traverse in a hope of finding a bypass, but the bypass
did not pan out, leading to an unclimbable overlook
instead. They continued the resurvey of the Y and
completed that loop. They also checked a couple of
wet leads and report low air in crawlway size spaces.
Two parties went to Proctor Cave. A vertical
crew worked in Bivalve Boulevard off the Proctor
Trunk. They surveyed about 100 feet into a large
dome with upper level leads requiring more climbing
gear/ability than they had along. A photodocumentation team began work on a historic signatures
project. A number of photographs were recorded and
progress was made on defining procedures.
On Sunday, a party began drawing geological
profiles of the Downey Avenue area ofRoppel Cave.
The survey of Davids Goliath was continued for
200 feet. Considerably more than that remains. The
cave was also documented in photographs.
A team resurveyed Franklin Avenue, which
appears to be the actual continuation of Cleveland
Avenue past the Rocky Mountains. They surveyed
about 850 feet to a complex junction room.
A team returned to Carlos Way with their main
objective to continue resurvey of C. Second-day
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blahs defeated their enthusiasm for traversing deep
canyons, and they diverted to the dry upper level
crawl at about C27. They surveyed an additional 180
feet, and it still continues.
A team returned to Short Cave to finish as many
of the side leads as possible and to photodocument
the cave. They surveyed about 150 feet more.
Michaela Evans has agreed to draw up the map.
400 feet was surveyed off the Bedquilt route.
Wildcat HoUow Cave - James Wells, Bill Koerschner, Alan
Canon; Wilson Cave - I) Karen Willmes, Bob Thurner, Brice
Leech, Shanna Bradley; 2) Dave West, Michaela Evans, Dawn

Cardace, Jason Kolbe; Ganter Cave - Ed Klausner, John Lovaas,
Mike Nardacci, Alan Wellhausen, Cheryl Early, Doug Alderman;
Short Cave - I) Scott House, Wieslow Klis, Torn Grant, Carter
Hayward; 2) Michaela Evans, Mike Nardacci, Doug Alderman,
Preston Forsythe, Shari Forsythe, Alan Wellhausen; Carlos Way I) Jim Borden, Bob Alderson, Richard Knapp, Charles Fox, Dick
Maxey, Rick Nelson; 2) Charles Fox, Richard Knapp, Dan Henry,
Rick Nelson; Proctor Cave - Rolland Moore, Randy Schriber,
Dan Henry, Matt Mezydlo; Proctor Cave Photodocumentation Pat Kambesis, Jessica Home, Preston Forsythe, Shari Forsythe;
Roppel Cave - Bill Koerschner, Carter Hayward, Bud Dillon;
David's Goliath - Ed Klausner, John Lovaas, Bob Alderson, Torn
Grant; Franklin Avenue - Scott House, Dave West, Dawn
Cardace, Jason Kolbe, Wieslow Klis; 8edquilt Entrance - Karen
Willmes, Ralph Earlandson, Brennon Sapp, Bob Thurner.

2003 EXPEDITION CALENDAR
Before attending any expedition, you must contact the expedition leader as trip sizes may be limited. Failure to
contact the leader may prevent you from attending the expedition as the trip may be full.
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ADDRESS CORRECTIONS
Jfyou have changed phone number (ie area code
split), e-mail address, or have moved, please
send your information to:
Phil DiBlasi
PO Box 126
Louisville,KY 40201-0126

THE CRF WEBSITE
www.cave-research.org
Contact your operations manager for the user
id and password for the members-only section
of the
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